
28 Days in February Challenge 2019 

Day 25 Light Switch 
Affirmation/Resistance Option 

 

 
 
 
“Sensory Switch” 
Kim Anderson 
Canson Cold Press, Watercolor, Micro Pen 
8 x 10 
 
 
American Sign Language . . . was finally introduced to me during the summer of 1988 in college, 
just a month after I graduated from high school. That was when I had my very first group of Deaf 
peers and had my very first Deaf professor (first role model). It took me the whole summer of 



’88 to pick up the most natural language, ASL, among my Deaf peers. Once the educational 
system and my environmental surroundings switched to my visual sensory universe, using my 
eyes to access ASL and interpreting services, my whole world LIT UP! I finally got the “Pah!”, 
“Aha!”, “Got it!”, “Yes!” and so on moments! Best of all, switching the access through my eyes 
rather than through my aesthetic ears, my brain started expanding, absorbing and getting the 
long-overdue cognitive stimulation towards healthy intellectual, and social-emotional growth. 
The point is, every Deaf baby should have their visual sensory universe switched on from day 
one. 
 
NOTE: This artwork by Kim Anderson ©2019 is shareable with the narrative, please give credit 
to the artist. 

 

 



 
 
turn on ASL!  
Rosemary Edwards  
 
Copyrighted by Rosemary Edwards. Ask for permission before sharing! 
 



 
 
Time for class! 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
ink pen and sketch pad  
 
 
 



 
 
“Musical Chairs Game” 
Laurie Monahan 
Marker then used photo app 
 
Description: u know the musical chair game we used to play. I hate played with it with music. 
Can’t hear it and I have pay extra attention to watch other people make the move. Later I played 
similar game with deaf, they used light switch instead of music. I loved it. Deaf friendly! 
 



 
Power Switch 
Bonnie Sandy 
7”x10” Mix Media paper and Black Sharpies - Fine and Ultra Fine. 
 
Harlie Speact locked her switch to Deaf Power. “If you wish to unlock that switch, you can’t! It 
has my password!” she sez. 
 
Bonnie W Sandy © 2019. Please ask before share. Please add a credit to me. Thank you. 
 



 
 
 
‘Light, Sound or Both’ (sarcasm) 
Diane A. Squires 
Photo of the switch lights and ArtRage drawing. 
Size: 8 x 11  
 
 
 
 
 
 


